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It’s that time of year again—the 8th
annual North American ISMTE
conference is just around the corner! Attendees will convene at the
Sheraton Inner Harbor Hotel in
Baltimore, Maryland for what is
bound to be another great meeting. The program agenda is available online and there is still time to
register so please join us.
In this issue, Alison McGonagleO’Connell provides a conference
summary of the Editorial Manager
User Group meeting that took
place in June. Both newcomers and
veterans to the meeting participated
in and enjoyed sessions such as the
EM Boot Camp and learned about
some of EM’s newest features. If
you are an Editorial Manager user
and missed the EMUG meeting,
be sure to read this article.
We are excited to feature the
article, “The Impact Factor: For
Better or for Worse,” written and
reviewed by a group of ISMTE
and EASE leaders. Learn about the

history of the Impact Factor, how
IF’s are awarded, and understand
ways in which your journal’s IF can
be improved. This original article
on the Impact Factor serves as an
excellent resource for all of us in
the Editorial Office.
Continuing our “Lend Me Your
EARs” series, Sharon Kristovich,
PhD, shares her challenge in tracking reviewer progress and how
an EAR report was designed to
provide a daily report identifying manuscripts with unanswered
review invitations. If you have your
own EAR best practices to share,
please contact Nijsje Dorman at
nijsje@gmail.com.
I hope to see many of you at
the conference—please come say
“hi.” We will be hosting an EON
table during lunch for anyone who
is interested in writing for EON or
otherwise becoming involved. As
always, we look forward to your
suggestions, ideas, and comments.
Safe travels!
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Summary of the 2015 EMUG Meeting
By Alison McGonagle-O’Connell
Marketing Manager
Aries Systems Corporation

The 13th annual meeting of the Editorial Manager
User Group (EMUG) took place at the Hilton
Back Bay Hotel, Boston, Massachusetts on June
18 and 19. The meeting set a new EMUG attendance record at 134 total attendees, including many
ISMTE members wise to take advantage of the
member discount offered by Aries, the developer
of Editorial Manager.
As the “new” face at Aries this past year, it follows that this was my first EMUG experience.
What struck me most was the level of enthusiasm
and engagement that appears to be part of the
very fabric of EMUG.

2

Right away, the excitement of repeat, “frequent flyer” attendees became visible as old friends
greeted one another, and veteran customers quickly
found their way to their Account Coordinators
and other staff members. It was also quite impressive the way that new members of the user group,
including myself, were immediately brought into
the fold, invited to participate in popular sessions
like Feature Workshops and Feature Presentations,
where attendees discuss their wish list for new EM
functionalities with peers and Aries staff, and later
with the entire meeting. See the box below for a
sample of some of this year’s wish list items.
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Also highly rated by attendees is the annual
EM Boot Camp—a training session run by
Dianne Gullo of Client Services. “I really
needed a refresher and the boot camp p
 rovided
that,” said Manjit Kaur, Journals and Publishing
Solutions Manager at University of Nebraska
Press. “[The team] did such a good job at
presenting the 

information in a useful and
understandable way.”
During a general session, Tony Alves, director of product management at Aries, presented a
review of features in EM versions 12.0 and 12.1.
including:
• Extended support for FundRef, including
subagencies
• Interactive Grids within Search Submissions
(see video for a demonstration)
• EM Ingest Service (which warranted its own
breakout session—more on that later)
• Global editing of letter templates (see
Figure 1)
• Editor Chain automation
• Portal-wide People Notes
Global editing of letters was on a past EMUG
attendee’s Feature Workshop wish list, serving as
a fine example of the goals of the meeting, and
the value placed on customer feedback shared at
EMUG.
In a breakout session on standards and identifiers called “Got ID,” Aries Business Analyst
Michael Di Natale spoke about the “virtuous

cycle of ID” as the give and take between standards like ORCID, Ringgold, and FundRef, and
how implementing these standards simplifies the
collaborative work between vendors, funders, and
publishers for the greater good of the research
community. Di Natale was joined by guest speakers
Alice Meadows, director of 
communications at
ORCID, and Interim Publisher Helen Atkins
of PLoS.
“Editorial Manager allows publications to collect ORCID IDs, FundRef IDs, and Ringgold
IDs during the submission process automatically
without adding to the author’s burden,” said Di
Natale. He explained that implementing these
features will provide cleaner data which will allow
publications to function faster and more accurately. With widespread adoption of these standards, publications can quickly assess and process
article processing charges, funders can see where
their money is being spent, and researchers will be
able to share and track their body of work.
Data Analytics Specialist Michael Hambloch,
from Aries’ German office, returned to the
States to reprise his very popular improvisational
Enterprise Analytics Reporting (EAR) triple session. And he did not disappoint.
“The EAR session was fantastic,” said
Hambloch, describing the experience of working
with a large group of attendees consisting of very
new and highly experienced users as an exciting
challenge: “you don’t want to overwhelm new
users or bore the experienced ones.”

Figure 1: Infographic of Global
Letter Template editing functionality,
new in Editorial Manager
version 12.0.
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Reflecting on the session, Hambloch noted that
“reporting is becoming a bigger and bigger issue
and…people get more and more engaged with it
and want to learn more about it. This was also
reflected by the number of people that participated in the session this year.
“Also, given the increase of metadata that travels with submissions, and people, across all systems
involved nowadays, reporting is becoming an area
in and of itself within in this industry. I’m looking
forward to next year’s session being even bigger
and better.”
Jayne Marks, vice president of journals publishing at Wolters Kluwer, gave the keynote address at
the close of day one titled “The Future of Scholarly
Journals Publishing.” One memorable takeaway
was Marks’ observation that print is not dead,
based on evidence of physician requirements,
student preferences, and pharmaceutical industry journal advertising spend. Marks also stressed
that the article is not just an article anymore, it’s
one part of a larger research ecosystem, a theme
well connected to several of the breakout sessions
including Open for Business, Got ID?, Transfer
That, and more.
After hearing Aries CEO Lyndon Holmes’ view
of the future in the event’s opening remarks, and

Marks’ predictions in the afternoon, attendees
were treated to an opportunity to confer with a
psychic from Boston’s Tremont Tearoom during
the cocktail and dinner reception. Many attendees
lined up to learn even more about what lies ahead.
Day two opened with another of the event’s
most popular sessions—the submission partner
forum. This portion of EMUG was dedicated
to the EM Ingest service that had been alluded
to in Tony Alves’ presentation. In this session,
Aries Vice President of Sales and Marketing
Richard Wynne talked briefly about what EM
Ingest is, and how it works (Figure 2). He then
handed over the microphone to Matias Piipari,
the developer of the Manuscripts app, one of
the innovative new author tools that have signed
on to flow m
 anuscripts into submission queues
using ingest. Also presenting during the session were Submission Partners, including Don
Samulack from Editage, and Mary Anne Baynes
from Overleaf.
EMUG wrapped up with Tony Alves sharing
a presentation on what customers may expect
from versions 12.2 and 13.0. While the discussion
concerned planned items that may still change,
some of the exciting features include integration
with the CRediT “contributor roles” taxonomy

Figure 2: Infographic of EM Ingest
Functionality, rolled out across
Editorial Manager Deployments in
version 12.0, featuring submission
partners Editage, Overleaf, and
ManuscriptsApp.
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for authors, inclusion of more interactive grids,
enhanced PDF watermarking, integration of the
International Union of Crystallography checkCIF tool (for verifying the completeness of crystal
structure data files), reviewer discussion forums,
and more.

While the future may have been a focal point
for EMUG 2015, attendees and participating staff
indicated positive experiences at the event on their
feedback forms. Stay tuned for details on attending European EMUG in January and EMUG
2016 next year.

Figure 3: EMUG photo collage. Clockwise: Annual attendee giveaway mugs; Aries CEO Lyndon Holmes presenting; Attendees
collaborating with Aries staff and each other in Feature Workshops; View from the Hilton Back Bay, Boston in June 2015.
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If Love is Blind, Build a Typewriter
By Stephanie Kinnan
Editorial Assistant
GIE: Gastrointestinal Endoscopy
Ink on paper, words on a page, a few clicks on a keyboard, and
life is created from a blank slate. Amazing, right? Sadly, however,
in our editing field, endless strands of type constantly surround
us, the content losing all meaning as we scavenge for misplaced
commas and dangling participles. Nevertheless, most of us don’t
pursue a career in this field without an aptitude for writing or at
least an appreciation of the written word. For those of us that do
succumb to the pull of a blank page, the tools of our craft are of
the utmost importance. Some prefer to capture their ideas with pen and paper; others find
inspiration sitting in front of the soft glow of a computer screen; the more nostalgic of us still
long for the comforting click-click of a good old-fashioned typewriter to get our creative juices
flowing. There is something sweetly satisfying in the “tap, tap, ding” of the keyboard and the
faint scent of Wite-Out® hanging in the air.
Made popular in the late nineteenth century by Remington, a company known for its sale
of sewing machines and firearms, the typewriter soon found itself a staple in most homes and
workplaces; an indispensable modern convenience, allowing one to do away with illegible script,
ink-stained hands, and wasted paper. However, it was not with this purpose in mind that the typewriter was originally invented. The widely accepted history of this device attributes its invention to
Pellegrino Turri, an Italian inventor from a prominent family, who developed the machine in 1808
to assist his blind friend and rumored lover, the Countess Carolina Fantoni da Fivizzano. As her
eyesight began to fade, so too suffered her ability to write letters, in part because she could not tell
if her quill was properly inked (alas, ballpoint pens were a dream for another century). More likely
than not, Turri developed this tool to ensure the continuance of his own intimate correspondence
with the Countess. Regardless of his motives, however, Turri’s design was quite ingenious. He
created a special type of paper that completely did away with the necessity of ink. When a key was
pressed, a metal arm etched with a character struck this special carbon paper, leaving an impression
on a second plain white page.
Although the Countess’ original typewriter has been lost to time, and no photographs or drawings exist today, several letters and descriptions of the machine still remain to attest to its existence.
It is staggering to think that an act of “blind” love paved the way for printers, computers, and your
privilege of reading this article.
 ext adapted in part from Computer Keyboard. History of Computers and C
T
 omputing. http://history-computer.
com/ModernComputer/Basis/keyboard.html. Accessed June 25, 2015.
Image credit: “Skrifmaskin, Smith Premier-maskin, Nordisk familjebok.” Licensed under Public Domain via W
 ikimedia
Commons. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Skrifmaskin,_Smith_Premier-maskin,_Nordisk_familjebok.
png#/media/File:Skrifmaskin,_Smith_Premier-maskin,_Nordisk_familjebok.png. Accessed July 17, 2015.
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The Impact Factor: For Better or for Worse
By Deborah E. Bowman, MFA, ELS;
Prof MVDr. Eva Baranyiova, CSc;
Kristen Overstreet, BA; and
Sherryl Sundell, BA
The very words “Impact Factor” can send a shiver
of fear through the spines of many journal editors
as they contemplate the next number their journals will receive. Yet this measurement can be an
aid to a journal if it is understood and treated with
respect.

Background and Definitions
The IF is calculated by taking (1) the number
of times all items published in Journal X over a
two-year period (e.g., 2012 and 2013) are cited
by other Web of Science–indexed publications in
the following year (2014 in this case) and (2) the
number of citable items published in Journal X in
that same two-year period. Then the math is performed: 1 divided by 2. The resulting number is
Journal X’s 2014 IF, which the journal will receive
in 2015, usually in June. The IF is the average
number of citations received by each article published during that particular two-year period.
The IF was first mentioned by Eugene Garfield
in Science magazine in 1955. He had no idea at
the time what a controversial and important measure it would become.1 In 1960, Garfield founded
The Institute for Scientific Information (ISI),
which was acquired by Thomson Scientific &
Healthcare in 1992. ISI began to publish Journal
Citation Reports (containing the IFs) in 1977 as
part of the Science Citation Index. Thomson ISI
is now part of Thomson Reuters, and their Web of
Science® database service currently indexes more

1

Garfield E. The agony and the ecstasy—the history
and meaning of the journal impact factor. http://
garfield.library.upenn.edu/papers/jifchicago2005.
pdf. Accessed March 14, 2015.
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than 12,000 scholarly journals.2 Thomson Reuters
recently branded their products to remove “ISI”
from the names, although you might still hear
people refer to them as ISI.
As editors, our experience has shown us that
in spite of the stress involved in maintaining a
competitive IF, most of us want our journals to
be a part of the process for several reasons. For
Editors-in-Chief, the IF is an extremely important and useful tool, demonstrating the quality of
their work through citations. It shows the world
how well they fulfilled the roles of gatekeepers
in scientific publishing. For publishers, the IF is
a quantifiable measure of how well the various
journals under their umbrella are operating. For
authors, having their work published by a journal with a high IF can enhance their career. For
Managing Editors, it can indicate the health of
the journal and whether the strategic mission is
on track.

How Impact Factors Are Awarded
Criteria for Inclusion in Web of Science

Before a journal can be awarded an IF, it must
be accepted for inclusion in one of the three
separate indices of the Web of Science: Science
Citation Index ExpandedTM, Social Sciences
Citation Index®, or Arts & Humanities Citation
Index®. General information on the journal selection process is available on the Thomson Reuters
website, and a detailed explanation is provided


2

Institute for Scientific Information. http://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Institute_for_Scientific_
Information. Accessed March 14, 2015.
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in an article by James Testa,3 Vice President of
Editorial Development and Publisher Relations
at Thomson Reuters, whose insights are also captured in a Wiley Exchanges interview.4 To learn
more about these procedures, one of the authors
(D.B.) also spoke by phone with Mr. Testa earlier
this year.
For all three of the Web of Science indices,
journals are evaluated using the same criteria

(citation rates, timeliness, international importance, English text, etc.), but the journal’s merits
are evaluated according to the specific needs of
each citation category. For example, citation rates
in the hard sciences cannot be compared with citation rates in the humanities.3
Publications indexed in Web of Science are
known for publishing “significant scholarly results,”
based upon citation analysis.3 Although the number
differs from year to year, thousands of journals apply
for inclusion each year, hoping to be accepted and
be able to reap this benefit of being well known and
perceived. However, submitting a journal for evaluation for inclusion in the Web of Science requires
thoughtful preparation. Thomson Reuters editors
are constantly evaluating newly applied and currently indexed journals, with journals being added
to and deleted from Web of Science throughout the
year. The nine editors who determine which new
applicants are accepted for indexing and eventually
for receiving an IF are experts in the literature of the
fields that they manage, and many have educational
backgrounds in those fields.3 According to Testa
(personal communication), the Thomson Reuters
editorial staff now reviews about 3,000 journal titles
a year for inclusion in Web of Science. In 2012,

3

4

8

Testa J. The Thomson Reuters journal selection process. http://wokinfo.com/essays/journal-selectionprocess/. Accessed March 5, 2015.
Nicholson D. (2011, February 20). Your starter
for ten: an interview with Jim Testa, VP Editorial Development. http://exchanges.wiley.com/
blog/2011/02/20/your-star ter-for-ten-an-
interview-with-jim-testa-vp-editorial-developmentand-publisher-relations-at-thompson-reuters-isiweb-of-science/. Accessed March 9, 2015.
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around 10% to 12% of the journals that were evaluated were accepted for coverage.3
Applying for Inclusion in Web of Science

The intense competition for inclusion in Web of
Science makes it crucial that anyone submitting
their journal for consideration thoroughly understands the process. The Web of Science is reserved
primarily for journals with peer-reviewed original
research and reviews of literature (Testa, personal
communication).
The application should include a letter with the
journal name, the editors’ names, the publishing
aims, and the scope, as well as the major selling
points of the journal.5 Thomson Reuters will
examine three consecutive issues of the journal,
but will not look at retrospective issues. According
to Testa (personal communication), the journal
should have something new to say, have a specific
focus, have a unique market, and have enough
submissions to allow timely publication.
One of the most important criteria for evaluation is timeliness. The journal must be publishing
according to its reported publication schedule.
The other major criterion is citation potential.
Thomson Reuters editors will need to establish
whether the journal’s content will be cited at an
appropriate level for the field and analyze the
relationship to other journals in the field that are
included in the index.3
Citation analysis takes place on at least two
levels. Thomson Reuters looks for citations to the
journal itself, as expressed by IF and/or total
citations received. For new journals that do not
yet have a citation history at the publication
level, analysts examine the citation record of
the contributing authors and Editorial Board
members. This allows them to see whether the
journal is able to attract contributions from
scholars whose prior work has been useful to the
research community.

5

Thomson Reuters. http://thomsonreuters.com/
en/products-services/scholarly-scientific-research/
scholarly-search-and-discovery/web-of-science.html.
Accessed March 14, 2015.
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As Testa explained,4 the full evaluation includes
review of the journal’s publishing standards (timeliness, accessible content, English language, peer
review), editorial content (novel content, comparison to competitors), international diversity
(authors, editors, Editorial Board representing an
international community), and citation analysis.
According to Testa, the support of a prestigious
society does factor into a journal’s evaluation, but
the journal must meet the above criteria for inclusion. Lobbying for inclusion will not benefit the
application.4
Information on how to prepare a journal to be
successfully evaluated can be found in Table 1.
The journal must consistently meet the requirements listed in Table 1 to be accepted. The journal’s publisher can be an important asset in this
process because they have had experience submitting journals for evaluation. Access to resources,
including a subscription to the Web of Science
service, can help increase your chances for success.
Thomson Reuters accepts applications throughout the year; submission information can be found
in Box 1.
If you apply and your journal is rejected, you
have to wait two years before you can reapply. If
you apply again after two years and the journal
is rejected again, you cannot reapply for another
four years. Testa noted in our conversation that
after the next rejection, you have to wait eight
years, after which you cannot reapply.

Improving Your Journal’s Impact Factor
Putting the Journal First

Once a journal has an IF, most editors are keen
to see it improve. In our conversation with James
Testa, he advised us to worry less about how to
improve the IF and to think instead about how
to improve the journal. If you succeed in that, a
higher IF will follow.
When asked what the benefit of a high IF is to
a journal, Testa emphasized that editors should
not think of the IF itself as a benefit. Instead, the
IF is a tool for measuring whether editors have
been successful in building a better-quality journal; that is, the benefit is the journal itself. One
might say that praising a strong IF is like taking
AUGUST 2015
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your temperature with a thermometer, finding
that you have no fever, and then praising the great
thermometer instead of being happy about your
healthy body.
The Role of the Editorial Office

One way to improve a journal is to have good
guidelines, policies, and procedures. In an editorial published in the journal Epidemiology, the
authors wrote:
Most major epidemiology journals, including ours, have seen a steady rise in their
impact factors during recent years. At the
same time, the relative rank of these journals
changes from year to year. Such changes are
unlikely to represent true annual changes
in these journals’ relative quality. We think
the various epidemiology journals are indeed
different, and they deserve to be evaluated
and compared. But we’re happier when such
assessments are based on matters of substance,
such as editorial policies, quality of reviews,
quality of editing, efficiency in the processing
of manuscripts, and the (real) impact of the
journal on the field.6
A number one journal in its field should prefer good policies, quality, efficiency, and “real”
impact of their journal to a good “impact factor.”
Consider, though, that this might perfectly illustrate a chicken-and-egg situation. How important
is it to develop such important aspects of a journal to become the best in the field? Which comes
first—quality or a high IF?
Most institutions and businesses develop and put
policies and standard operating procedures (SOPs)
in place as a means of quality control: For example, as explained in the University of Minnesota’s
Administrative Policy, the reason for policies is that
“[t]he required process by which the policies are
developed, reviewed, and maintained promotes
consistency, efficiency, and transparency and reflects

6

Hernán MA, Wilcox AJ. We are number one
but nobody cares—that’s good. Epidemiology.
2012;23(4):509. CrossRef
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best practice in higher education.”7 Furthermore,
successful businesses and research labs alike use
SOPs, defined by an online business dictionary as
the “written procedures prescribed for repetitive
use as a practice, in accordance with agreed upon
specifications aimed at obtaining a desired outcome,”8 to ensure a consistent outcome of their
production processes and experiments.
The basis for efficiency, reproducibility, and
improvement lies in keeping good records. An
Australian government document cites several
benefits of good records, including that they
“help you work more efficiently, enable you to
meet legal obligations applicable to your work, …
enable review of processes and decisions, …help
research and development activities, [and] enable consistency and continuity in your business.”9
Indeed, our authors—scientists and scholars—rely
on such practices as keeping lab notebooks and
recording research data.
Although the process of peer review is in flux
as never before, it still represents the gold standard for developing trust in the results of published
scientific and scholarly research (see Irene Hames’
recent presentation, “Future of Peer Review,” for
further information10).
At another level, developing loyalty (among
authors and reviewers) and trust (in the peer-
review process) would seem to play important
roles in establishing a good reputation and achieving high impact of a journal. In the business context, John Mehrmann outlined six objectives for

7

The University of Minnesota Administrative Policy.
http://policy.umn.edu/Policies/Operations/Compliance/UPOLICY.html.
8 Business Dictionary. http://www.businessdictionary.
com/definition/standard-o perating-procedureSOP. html#ixzz3S5pbLx1J.
9 Record-keeping guidelines. http://www.ombudsman
.wa.gov.au/Publications/Documents/guidelines/
Good-record-keeping-Guidelines.pdf.
10 Hames I. The future of peer review. http://
w w w. e a s e . o r g . u k / s i t e s / d e f a u l t / f i l e s /
i r e n e _ h a m e s _ t h e _ f u t u r e _ o f _ p e e r _ r e v i e w _
september_2013.pdf. Accessed April 25, 2015.
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building customer loyalty, five of which are of
special importance in publishing11:
1. If you want loyalty, you have to give it
2. Communicate
3. Understand your customer’s goals
4. Be consistent
5. Build credibility
Like scientists, who work with a well-designed
experimental protocol, good SOPs, and well-kept
records, Editorial Offices should have clear instructions and well-formulated policies, standardized
procedures, and consistent records and reports
to provide the breeding ground for growth and
reproducible results (i.e., more and higher-quality
submissions). At the same time, showing loyalty
to authors and reviewers and running a clean and
timely peer-review process (i.e., one that is transparent and ethical) will help to build a good reputation and, ultimately, produce better publications
in a journal.
An essential part of implementing and maintaining good procedures is, of course, to revisit
them regularly to ensure they are running efficiently and effectively. According to Hames,12
“All policy decisions, especially those that may
have far-reaching and long-term consequences for
the journal, should be based on reality and not on
perception.” This underscores the importance of
good follow-up and reports for establishing and
monitoring policies.
The simplest way to ensure timely publication
is to have loyal authors and reviewers, clear procedures, and good SOPs that follow international
editorial conventions for a steady flow of manuscripts that are processed in a standardized and
consistent manner. Policies concerning funding
and any associated conflicts of interest that are
formulated and adhered to will not only promote
transparency in the publication process but also
reassure customers of a journal’s credibility, which

11 Mehrmann J. Building customer loyalty. http://
EzineArticles.com/329074. Accessed April 25, 2015.
12 Hames I. Peer Review and Manuscript Management
in Scientific Journals. Oxford, England: Blackwell;
2007. P. 17.
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various forms of academic misconduct, such as
including p
 eople in the list of authors who were
not engaged in the study at all. European journals with lower IFs than those in the United States
suffer from the tendency of authors to publish in
US or Canadian journals, and 
numerous individual scientists tend to favor American-oriented
projects.13
The uses (and abuses) of the IF are diverse.
For example, in the Czech Republic, an annual
evaluation system records the output of scientific research funded by grant agencies in the
country. Research articles are evaluated by the
IF ranking (i.e., importance) of the journals in
which they appear, using a sophisticated system to assign “points” to publications according to the IFs of the respective journals. Among
other types of publications, book chapters can
builds author and reviewer loyalty. Clean peer get some points, and peer-reviewed articles in
review will guarantee scientific quality and close non-IF journals obtain a minimum number of
the circle for continued improvement.
points in this system. One of the results of such
pressures is that local professional journals for
Impact Factor Uses and Abuses
practitioners obtain fewer articles written by peoTesta noted that a common misuse of the IF is ple employed at universities, and some of these
that people, including research institutions and journals survive only with difficulty. Academics
universities, sometimes think of it as a way to need “papers with points” for their grant applimeasure a single author or single article.3 In truth, cations and career advancement. Grant applicathough, the author may or may not have had any tions in which the authors present their articles
effect on the IF for that journal. Despite this, aca- published in journals with an IF that is not high
demic careers in some European countries depend enough are not even considered by the panon IF-based criteria. For example, the Czech cri- els of experts. Therefore, taken to absurdity, if
teria for professorship include articles published someone presented a brilliant, totally innovative
in journals that have an IF and rank highest (cal- research idea with no support in previous publiculated using a point system based on the IF of cations, s/he would have no chance of obtaining
the journal), followed by peer-reviewed but “non- a grant in this system. However, as Tim Hunt,
impacted” articles, book chapters, local peer- a 2001 Nobel Laureate, said at the 2014 EASE
reviewed journals, conference abstracts, etc. At (European Association of Science Editors) conCzech and Slovak universities, there is a require- ference in Split, “Discoveries cannot be planned;
ment for 10 to 15 IF articles and certain numbers they just occur.”
One way that authors sometimes play with
of citations, which may differ among universities.
Professorship candidates have to add the jour- the IF is by presenting the cumulative IF with
nal IF to each article in their list of publications final grant reports. These authors simply add up
wherever it is available, and provide a complete the IFs of all articles resulting from a particular
list of citations to their articles. Because of similar
practices, the IF has become almost a curse word
among scientists and editors in many European 13 Zetterström R. Bibliometric data: a disaster for many
countries. Due to extreme pressures to publish
non-American biomedical journals. Acta Paediatr.
in journals with an IF, some authors engage in
2001;91(10):1020–1024. CrossRef
AUGUST 2015
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grant to produce a proud IF of 75 or so. Some
European scientists present their own cumulative
IFs in their curriculum vitae. One may wonder
what this number says about the real importance
of the research project—how did it contribute to the advancement of science? How much
taxpayers’ money has been saved by using the
new knowledge in practice? What new measures
to promote human or animal health have been
introduced? What new procedure was developed
to cultivate rice or quinoa that will feed millions
of people?
Similarly, some editors are chasing IFs and
doing unethical things just to inflate the IF of
their journals. For example, they may accept a
manuscript only if its authors agree to cite other
papers published in that journal, a practice known
as coercive citation14 or excessive self-citation.
Testa pointed out (personal communication)
that another abuse is what Thomson Reuters
calls a “citation cartel.” This occurs when two
or more journals within the same specialty agree
to cite each other’s articles with increased frequency. These practices, Testa said, render the
IF meaningless. The IF is meant to measure a
journal’s relationship within the literature of that
field. If it is affected only by its relationship with
one other journal, then its usefulness is lessened.
Thomson Reuters is well aware of these “tricks,”
and when they catch a journal practicing any
of them, they will likely suppress that journal’s
IF, typically for two years. The company used
to drop the journal from Web of Science, but
have since decided against that procedure. Now
they let the publisher know the rationale and
then they suppress the IF. The publisher can
protest; however, in practice, by the point that
Thomson Reuters moves to suppress an IF, their
editors have spent so much time checking the
data that they have never had to reverse their
decision.
Such developments are somewhat comical
in light of the findings by Golubic et al,15 who
14 Martin BR. Whither research integrity? Plagiarism, self-plagiarism and coercive citation in an
age of research assessment. Res Policy. 2013;42(5):
1005–1014. CrossRef
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discovered that a significant number of citations
to items in Nature are not to original scientific
articles but to letters, comments, or editorials,
which in 2004 constituted 63% of the 5,193 items
published. However surprising this finding may
be, letters and comments often present interesting
views and innovative ideas that attract citations.
Without doubt, scientific publishing has
changed over the years, partially due to IF pressures that the authors perceive. For example, in the
early 1970s, at the international scientific journals
Acta Veterinaria Brno and Veterinarni Medicina,
manuscripts were rarely rejected. Authors asked
important questions, prepared their articles well,
had the references meticulously collected and
accurately written (with no access to the search
engines of today), and presented a sound contribution to scientific knowledge. However, since
the early 2000s, probably due to increasing career
pressures, unethical behaviors such as plagiarism
or attempted duplicate publication have occurred
with increasing frequency and, at present, a large
number of submissions have to be rejected for various reasons: lack of novelty, no hypothesis, careless preparation, trivial results, or inaccurate and
missing references.
The IF is an essential tool for evaluation of
journals. There is general agreement among
scientists (less so among the science-evaluating
bodies) that it just cannot be the sole source to
be considered when grant projects and institutions or scientists are evaluated. Scientists are
becoming more and more vocal in their criticism
of the IF. A beautiful succinct one-page statement was recently published in Nature, in which
the author writes, “When we believe that we
will be judged by silly criteria, we will adapt and
behave in silly ways.”16
What, then, should be asked of authors and editors if we want our journals to have strong IFs?
15 Golubic R, Rudes M, Kovacic N, Marusic M,
Marusic A. Calculating impact factor: how bibliographical classification of journal items affects the
impact factor of large and small journals. Sci Eng
Ethics. 2007;14(1):41–49. CrossRef
16 Werner R. The focus on bibliometrics makes papers
less useful. Nature. 2015;517(7534):245. CrossRef
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What would a positive role model for a growing
IF look like?
Advice for Authors

“We have to realize that journals have a good
IF because they bring good science as a result of
meticulous work of editors and reviewers who
help to pick and improve the good articles, and
not vice versa, i.e., not that an article is good
because it was accepted in a journal with a high
IF.”17 Authors should view the IF with this idea
in mind. For a manuscript to be picked by an
editor, it has to be based on broad critical reading and thinking, have a solid hypothesis, and a
question whose answer will matter; in addition,
authors should be open to improving the manuscript based on comments of knowledgeable
reviewers.
Above all, authors write to be read18; this simple statement is the essence of the art in science.
Authors write not for citations, but because they
want to communicate what they have found,
and they should communicate it well. Excellent
resources exist that explain how authors should
prepare a good manuscript for submission to a
scholarly journal.
Good research questions and “schools of science” can only be generated in a stimulating working atmosphere and under a wise leadership. This
can have a profound effect on manuscript quality (and thus potentially a stronger IF), as shown
recently by Berka et al.19 They found, for example, positive correlations between communication methods among team members, conference
presentations, team diversity, recommendations
of reviewers, and manuscript quality. In a small
17 Špála M. Impakt factor—dobrý sluha, ale špatný pán
[Impact factor—a good servant but a bad master].
Cas Lek Cesk. 2006;145(1):69–78.
18 Sterken C. Writing a scientific paper: the writing
process. In: Sterken C, ed. Scientific Writing for
Young Astronomers - Part 1. EAS Publication Series;
2011;50:1–63.
19 Berka G, Olien J, Rogelberg SG, Rupp DE,
Thornton MA. An inductive exploration of manuscript
quality and publication success in small research teams.
J Business Psychol. 2014;29(4):725–731. CrossRef
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research team of two to four members, face-toface communication during the research project
proved to be the most efficient. If necessary, this
can take the form of phone calls, internet-based
audio or video conferences, or email messages.
These data indicate that people responsible for the
advancement of science, for example, directors
and professors, should invest energy in team building at an appropriate stage of research projects.
A good team with strong communication can take
the first step toward producing effective manuscripts that help to ensure that there is no waste
in the publishing system described by Shashok.20
The need for institution leaders with visions for
future needs and sound research projects is even
more obvious in light of these findings.
Advice for Editors

For editors, the IF is an important and useful tool,
showing the quality of their work based on the frequency of citations of their journal’s articles. Editors
want their journals to be of high quality. As a side
benefit, this also improves the IF. Since most editors
are hired and paid by publishing houses, the commercial aspect of IFs is important as well.
Editors whose journals have not yet received an
IF can do much to make their journal more attractive by educating authors to publish more innovative
research. Journals from all over the world, namely
African and South American journals as well as those
from Asian countries, should apply for acceptance
into the appropriate index. More journal diversity
is desirable, for example, in such specialized fields
as ethnography, linguistics, architecture, and history. Editors worldwide should improve their journals continuously, and by having them included in
Thomson Reuter’s databases (and obtaining an IF),
they will eventually succeed in bringing much more
diversity and recognition of science from all over
the world into the system. Clearly, different cultures
and traditions should be respected in science as well.
To paraphrase Zetterström,13 scientific work has to
be distributed worldwide to preserve the diversity of
scientific progress.
20 Shashok K. Author’s editors in the 21st century:
promoters of publication quality and efficiency. Eur
Sci Editing. 2014;40:60–62.
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It Is a New World
Without question, the publishing industry has
changed dramatically in recent years. How have
these changes affected the IF?
Online-Early Articles

Many journals today publish online-early articles,
with the article posted online as soon as the copyedited and typeset version is ready (or, for some
journals, as soon as the article is accepted) and
then included later as part of an issue. The article
can be cited as soon as it is published online. But
what if the article is published online-early in one
year and again as part of an issue, either online
or in print, in the following year? How does that
affect the IF calculation?
James Testa explained (personal communication) that Thomson Reuters prefers the simplicity that occurs when an article is published
online-early and within an issue in the same year.
However, when that does not happen, the date
that Thomson Reuters counts in the numerator
of the IF calculation (the number of citations) is
whichever date the citing authors have used in
their reference list. For example, if article X was
published online-early in December 2013 and is
published in that journal’s January 2014 issue, and
if article Y cites the 2013 online-early publication
in their reference list, that is the date Thomson
Reuters will count. If article Y cites the 2014 article from the January issue, Thomson Reuters will
add the citation to the 2014 number.
Online-Only Journals

Not so long ago, “journal” meant articles printed
on paper and bound. That is not necessarily true
anymore. According to information available at
the Thomson Reuters website, journals that do not
publish in print at all can have an IF.3 The components that Thomson Reuters editors are looking
for, which are discussed earlier in this article, have
nothing to do with the method of delivery.
Social Media

In 2007, Chew et al21 asked the editors of several
prominent medical journals how a journal’s IF
could be improved. One of the answers was to boost
the journal’s media profile. Testa revealed (personal
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communication) that at the time that the article was
published, that statement did not make him think of
social media—instead, he thought that meant sending emails to colleagues to let them know about
the article. Now, though, with Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, blogs, etc., boosting articles via social
media can truly affect a journal’s IF. The more you
can make other researchers aware of an article published in your journal, the more citations it is likely
to obtain. However, what Thomson Reuters is seeing is that social media has become the norm. Most
journals are doing this and so, as Testa pointed out,
“a rising tide floats all boats.” The number of citations is rising across the board and, along with that,
the IFs are rising. However, in countries with a very
high human development index, such as the United
States and the United Kingdom, Jamali et al have
argued that social media information and “likes”
are merely indicators of popularity, not of credibility
and quality of scientific work.22

Conclusion
The influence and importance of the IF are undeniable. Benjamin Franklin said, “Without continual
growth and progress, such words as improvement,
achievement, and success have no meaning.”23 So,
too, should editors strive for continual growth and
progress for their individual journals. If we achieve
that, the Impact Factor will follow.
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Table 1. Guidelines for preparing your journal for submission to TR to be evaluated for
WoS inclusion.
Steps

Process

Considerations

Establish timeliness.
Submit a minimum of
3 consecutive current
issues of the journal.

Submit issues one at a time, as they are
published, so the TR editor considering
your application can see the journal is
publishing on time according to its stated
schedule. Format can be print and/or
online (for online journals that are not
issue based, the editor looks for a steady
flow of articles over a 9-month period).
The total number of published articles
during this time frame should be appropriate for the journal’s WoS category.
Issues should be sent until the evaluation
process is concluded.

Establish international
editorial conventions.

Ensure journal content is retrievable. TR
editors will evaluate whether the journal
content has informative journal titles,
fully descriptive article titles and author
abstracts, complete bibliographic information for all cited references, and full
address information for every author.
Publish the full text of the articles in English
to serve an international research community. Some exceptions apply, but all
bibliographic and reference information
should be published in English.
Provide information on the journal’s
peer-review process, which indicates overall quality.

These issues provide
the TR editor with
the journal content
as well as establishing timeliness
of publication,
which is a major
consideration for
acceptance. Wait to
apply if the journal
is a new launch and
insufficient content could affect
timeliness.
This information
should be published in English.

Publish the full text
of the content in
English.
Establish the journal has
a peer-review process.
Include funding
acknowledgements for
all articles.

Establish need for your
editorial content.

AUGUST 2015

Review the other journals in your field that
are already indexed in WoS. Your journal’s content should enrich the database.
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Some publishers feel
including funding
acknowledgments
can be a deciding
factor for STM
journals.
TR will not add
a journal if the
content is already
adequately covered
in the index.
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Steps

Process

Considerations

Establish international
diversity.

Invite authors, editors, and Editorial Board
members who represent the international
community. Content should enrich coverage of a topic or provide an important
regional perspective.
For new journals, bring in an editor and
Editorial Board who are well cited themselves. Invite papers from well-cited
authors. Ask the board members to
write for the inaugural issues and invite
their colleagues to write, too. Use press
releases to raise the profile of the journal,
which may raise highly cited authors’
interest in submitting to a journal that
does not yet have an IF.

TR does include a
small number of
regional journals
each year that target local audiences.
Self-citation rates are
analyzed by the
TR editors. Ensure
these are within
acceptable parameters (see Testa).

Establish citations for
analysis.

Provide registered ISSN.

Both the electronic
and print ISSNs
will be required, if
applicable.

Note. Abbreviations: TR, Thomson Reuters; WoS, Web of Science; STM, science, technology, medicine; IF, Impact Factor.
Information from Testa.3

Box 1. Submitting an application for WoS inclusion.
• Your publisher can be a great asset during this process. Publishers have experience submitting
journals for evaluation. They may also have a liaison with whom TR deals exclusively. Your publisher should also have access to WoS and can help you evaluate the information you need to
make the case for inclusion of your journal.
• Dates
• Applications can be submitted at any time during the year.
• There is a two-year embargo after rejection.
• Accepted volume one journals receive an IF the next year. Established journals receive an IF
two years after acceptance (this is not published until the following year).
• Length of the evaluation process depends upon frequency of publication: monthly journals
receive a decision in about six months; quarterly journals receive a decision in about 12 months.
• Application information is available at http://wokinfo.com/publisher_relations/journals/
• Status updates on the evaluation process can be requested at http://ip-science.thomsonreuters
.com/info/jrneval-status/
• Decisions: Official confirmation of the decision is provided by email, followed by mail. Decisions
may not be appealed. If the journal is accepted, the IF will apply only to content published after
acceptance. The main citing and cited relationships to existing journals in WoS will determine
the category/categories in which the accepted journal is included. You may request to change
your journal’s categorization and you may also have your IF and/or article types reviewed if you
can show an error has been made. Your publisher can help you with these requests.
Note. See Table 1 for expansions of abbreviations.
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EAR Late Reviews and Invitations Report
By Sharon Kristovich, PhD
Senior Reporting Specialist and Peer Review Support
American Meteorological Society
skristovich@ametsoc.org
Editor’s Note: In April, EON Associate Editor
Nijsje Dorman launched “Lend Me Your EARs,”1
an article series designed to help Editorial Manager
(EM) users make best use of Enterprise Analytics
Reporting (EAR). This is the first contribution to
the series; to share your own EAR best practices,
please contact Nijsje at nijsje@gmail.com.

The Problem
One challenge in the peer-review process is tracking reviewer progress, particularly unanswered
review invitations and very late reviews. In EM,
searches can be done manually to track reviewer
progress, but the process can be time consuming,
especially with a large number of manuscripts.
What was needed was a daily report that identified these manuscripts. So an EAR report was
designed that has become an essential tool in my
peer-review support toolbox. Using the scheduler,
a daily report PDF is delivered via email that flags,
by Editor, unanswered invitations after 10 days
and overdue reviews after 14 days.

The Configuration
The report uses the Reviewers & Submissions
View, and the screenshot below shows the selected

1
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fields listed in the Fields tab. Note that the Date
Review Due has two listings, one displaying the
actual date and the other the number of elapsed
days using the “days old” function. The report is
sorted and visually grouped by Handling Editor
Last Name, so that each Editor has his/her own
table; within that table, records are sorted by
manuscript number and whether the person has
responded to the invitation to review. There are
no Summary tab or Chart tab items, and default
Misc and Style tab settings are used.
For two of the fields, the “advanced settings”
(designated by the green checkboxes in the gearboxes at the far right of the screenshot) are also
used to apply color coding and value labels to
make the report easier to read. The Reviewer
Has Not Responded field has the text highlight
“False:White,” the cell highlight “true:lightgreen;false:blueviolet,” and the value ranges
“true:Not Responded;false:Responded.” For the
Date Review Due field (the one with the “days
old” function), the advanced settings are text highlight “10 to 9999:white” and cell highlight “10 to
9999:blueviolet.” These settings draw the user’s
attention to the necessary output to determine
whether the person has an unanswered review or
invitation, and how many days have elapsed.

Dorman N. Lend me your EARs. EON 2015;8(4):4–6.
Editorial Office News www.ismte.org
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The filters in this report are listed in the table
below and the entry in Filter Logic is as follows:
“1 and 2 and 4 and 8 and 9 and 10 and ((3 and 5)
or (6 and 7)).”
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be changed. On the Filters tab, changing the elapsed
time intervals, adding additional elapsed times, filtering for different article types, and creating a version for a single Editor or all Editors are just some
of the possibilities. This report can also be created
in XEAR (cross-journal EAR) to look at reviewers
across several journals. In this situation, adding the
Publication Code as an additional filter is useful.

The Output

A variety of modifications can be made to customize this report to suit your needs. On the Fields
tab, the color and text in the advanced settings can

AUGUST 2015

The final screenshot shows a sample output
(information has been sanitized). For Editor #1,
a reviewer named “Noanser” has not responded
to the invitation to review, which was sent
45 days ago. The second example shows that
Editor #2 has a reviewer who is 22 days late.
Note how the two different colors make the two
situations easily distinguishable, and in the case
of the late review, the cell with the elapsed days is
highlighted. From here, I can research the situation further and quickly notify the editors so they
can follow up.
Comments and suggestions are always
welcome. Email me at skristovich@ametsoc.org.
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CO M M ITTE E ON P U B LICATI ON ETH ICS

Changes in authorship
(a) Corresponding author requests addition of extra author before publication

Clarify reason for change in authorship

Note: Major changes
in response to
reviewer
comments, e.g.
adding new data
might justify the
inclusion of a new
author

Check that all authors consent to
addition of extra author

All authors agree

Authors do not agree

Get new author to complete
journal’s authorship
declaration (if used)

Suspend review/publication of paper until
authorship has been agreed by all
authors, if necessary, via institution(s)

Amend contributor details (role of
each contributor/author) if included

Proceed with
review/publication

Developed for COPE
by Liz Wager of
Sideview
(www.lizwager.com)
© 2013 Committee on
Publication Ethics
First published 2006
A non-exclusive
licence to reproduce
these flowcharts may
be applied for by
writing to:
cope_administrator@
publicationethics.org

publicationethics.org
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Calendar of Events
COPE North American Seminar
August 19, 2015
Baltimore, Maryland, USA
http://publicationethics.org/
ISMTE members attending the ISMTE conference
receive complimentary registration to COPE
seminar
ISMTE North American Conference
August 20–21, 2015
Baltimore, Maryland, USA
www.ismte.org
EASE and COPE members receive ISMTE
member registration rate

ALPSP Conference
September 9–11, 2015
Heathrow, United Kingdom
www.alpsp.org
AMWA 75th Annual Conference
September 30–October 3, 2015
San Antonio, TX, USA
www.amwa.org

ISMTE European Conference & COPE meeting
October 13, 2015
Heathrow, Middlesex, United Kingdom
www.ismte.org
EASE and COPE members receive ISMTE
member registration rate
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Platinum Supporter

Silver Supporters
ACS Publications
American Institute of Physics
Origin Editorial
Wolters Kluwer Health
Nature Publishing Group

Bronze Supporters

WAME International Conference for Medical
Journal Editors
New Delhi, India
October 2–4, 2015
www.meeting2015wame.org

Publication Ethics: Fraud and Misconduct
November 17, 2015
London, United Kingdom
www.alpsp.org

to our Corporate Members!

Wiley

Society for Editors and Proofreaders/Society of
Indexers 1st joint conference and AGMs
September 5–8, 2015
York, United Kingdom
www.sfep.org.uk

Editing medical journals - short course
November 4–6, 2015
Oxford, United Kingdom
www.pspconsulting.org

Thank You

Aries Systems Corporation, Editage,
eJournalPress, J & J Editorial, LLC,
Oxford University Press (OUP),
Thomson Reuters, Technica Editorial,
Editorial Office Ltd, Elsevier,
Salient Content

Interested in supporting ISMTE?
Please visit our Corporate Support page
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Editorial Office News (EON) is the official publication of the International Society of Managing
and Technical Editors (ISMTE) and is published
monthly. The contents and opinions expressed
by the authors do not necessarily represent those
of the Society, the Board of Directors, or EON
Editors, nor does the publication of an article
constitute an endorsement on the part of ISMTE
of the authors’ organizations or companies.
Submissions are welcome and can be sent to the
Editor at the address below. Submissions may be
edited for style and format without the author’s
permission. Authors must seek permission to
reprint any copyrighted material and provide this
permission to the Editor.

Meghan McDevitt
mmcdevitt@asge.org

EON’s content belongs to the members of ISMTE.
Users may view and download EON articles for
personal, non-commercial use. Use beyond that
allowed by the “Fair Use” limitations (sections
107 and 108) of the US Copyright law requires
written permission from the EON Editor.
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